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ABSTRACT
This research diachronically analyzes the constituent word order of Esperanto via
linguistic corpus analysis and statistical significance tests. Although Esperanto was
created as an auxiliary language to be the world’s lingua franca and to provide an
alternative to deviant and arbitrary natural languages, it has linguistically naturalized
via its preferred word order. Over time and since its inception and first writings,
Esperanto has slowly developed a predictable and significant preference for subjectverb-object or SVO word order. The implications from the findings of this research are
also predictable. Although omission of -n is not present across the classic and modern
formal Esperanto literature studied, if the accusative morphological marker -n is being
omitted over time in spoken Esperanto, much as WHOM is being replaced by WHO in
contemporary English, the bias toward SVO is to be expected.
Keywords: Esperanto, SVO, Accusative, Lingua Franca
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1. INTRODUCTION
This study is a diachronic constituent word order analysis of Ludwik Lejzer
Zamenhof’s constructed language, Esperanto, from the years 1887 to 2011. Proponents
of Esperanto’s use claim the language is “based on common sense and logic” and “the
grammar and the vocabulary follow scientific principles with none of the arbitrary or
capricious deviations which are so common to all national languages; the rules are
exceedingly simple and have no exceptions” (Klukowski, 1956p. 12). With the
understanding of how natural languages behave and evolve, it has been found that
arbitrariness is a key component to successful linguistic interaction. Taking that into
consideration, a diachronic examination of the word order preference of Esperanto
clarifies that, when adopted by people and spoken, even the most regular and codified
languages deviate from their initial intended linguistic structure.
1.1 ELABORATED
Esperanto has two marked declensions: NOMINATIVE and ACCUSATIVE. All nouns
end with -o and assume the nominative unless the marker, -n, is added to the noun to
form the accusative.
(1)

Kato
A cat-SING.NOM

ŝatas
like-PRES

la

katon.

the-DET.DEF

cat-SING.ACC

It was and is still believed by Esperantists that the language has free word order because
of the accusative -n marker.
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Table 1
Word Orders
Possible

Renderings
Possible

Translations

SVO

Kato ŝatas la katon.

A cat likes the cat.

SOV

Kato la katon ŝatas.

A cat likes the cat.

OSV

La katon kato ŝatas .

A cat likes the cat.

OVS

La katon ŝatas kato.

A cat likes the cat.

VOS

Ŝatas la katon kato.

A cat likes the cat.

VSO

Ŝatas kato la katon.

A cat likes the cat.

While true in theory, the modern literary renderings of the language, when compared to
the classic renderings, show a descriptively different practice. While free order is still
theoretically possible to use in Esperanto, it is observable that Esperanto has progressed
toward and solidified a preferred word order: SVO.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A contemporary linguistic authority on constructed languages, especially
Esperanto, is Arika Okrent. Her work describes the motivations for identity construction
behind speakers of constructed languages such as and including Esperanto. Regarding
grammar, there is little formal syntactic or morphological analysis. However, Okrent
makes this claim based on her research:
the accusative -n ending used to mark the object of a verb is being lost. Speakers
often leave it out—and joke about what a pain it is to remember to use it—and
one study found that even native speakers don’t use it all that consistently, even
when the language of their home country has an accusative marker (Okrent,
2009, p. 258).
Given the evidence, this study suggests Esperanto will further linguistically naturalize,
as evident by the temporal slide toward SVO word order preference. While most
literature concerning Esperanto comprises comprehensive grammars or histories of the
language, there are notable claims to put to the test from them. One claim being that
there are ‘no arbitrary or capricious deviations, which are so common to all national
languages’ are met with scrutiny by linguists as evidence to the contrary is pervasive
(Klukowski, 1956p. 12). This is unwarranted as constructed languages, especially those
adopted and spoken by people, produce an environment where language change and
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variation can be observed from a distillable perspective. In Zamenhof's own words, he
states:
The place where I was born and spent my childhood gave the direction to all my
future endeavors. In Bialystok, the population consisted of four diverse elements:
Russians, Poles, Germans, and Jews; each spoke a different language and was
hostile to the other elements. In this town, more than anywhere else, an
impressionable nature feels the heavy burden of linguistic differences and is
convinced, at every step, that the diversity of languages is the only, or at least the
main cause, that separates the human family and divides it into conflicting
groups. I was brought up as an idealist; I was taught that all men were brothers,
and meanwhile, in the street, in the square, everything at every step made me feel
that men did not exist, only Russians, Poles, Germans, Jews and so on. This was
always a great torment to my infant mind, although many people may smile at
such an ‘anguish for the world’ in a child. Since, at that time, it seemed to me that
the grown-ups were omnipotent, I kept telling myself that, when I was grown up,
I would certainly destroy this evil (Janton, 1993, p. 24).
Okrent addresses the motivations and methods that Esperantists, sometimes, have for
promoting their language with this quote:
The job of the linguist, like that of the biologist or the botanist, is not to tell us
how nature should behave, or what its creations should look like, but to describe
those creations in all their messy glory and try to figure out what they can teach
us about life, the world, and, especially in the case of linguistics, the workings of
the human mind (Okrent, 2009).
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In line with Okrent’s claim, studying language change in Esperanto is much like a
biologist might study naturally occurring biological processes under a microscope
within an artificial environment. Linguistic analysis of constructed languages should not
be stifled by the prescribed words of their creators or advocates. Constructed languages
can be useful to linguists in containing a study for more easily acquirable and observable
results.
Within the confines of syntactic word order, there are six possible ways to
arrange the placement of subjects, verbs, and objects. However, 86% of the world’s
languages utilize SOV (subject-object-verb) and SVO (subject-verb-object) word order
(Dryer, 2005). It is widely accepted among linguists that SOV is the most pervasive word
order among the world’s languages with SVO being second (Givón, 1979). This is
believed to be due to the natural human conceptual system interacting with the human
sensory motor system, allowing for fundamental communication to occur (Pinker &
Jackendoff, 2005). This is logically determined to be positively correlative to SOV word
order being the default language word order because of its likely being the first word
order to be rendered in language use throughout history, indicating the conveying of
nouns before verbs being evolutionarily observed (Newmayer, 2000). The cause for the
emergence of syntactic word order preference and regularity, especially away from SOV,
is still mostly unknown. However, possible answers to this issue are in development.
Understanding that Latin, while having some displays of word order variation,
also has a descriptively solidified word order. A.M. Devin and Laurence D. Stephens
suggest that Latin, under most circumstances, renders a subject initial phrase as the
“neutral word order” -- most often Subject-Object-Verb or SOV but followed closely by
Subject-Verb-Object or SVO (Devin et al. 2006). What makes this notable is that while
5

Latin, like Esperanto, also has claims to free word order variation, it tends to have a
descriptive bias toward subject initial constituent word order. Subject initial word order
preference is pervasive throughout the ROMANCE languages. Having been syntactically
influenced by ROMANCE languages, it is possible that a positive correlation may be
formed via a familial relationship between Esperanto and Latin. At very least, it can be
noted that even with relatively free word order variation, natural languages still tend to
slide toward a word order preference -- as exemplified by Latin.
Hanna Marno, Alan Langus, Mahmoud Omidbeigi, Sina Asaadi, Shima SeyedAllaei,and Marina Nespor suggest, “while no explanation exists so far for the current
diversity of word order preferences amongst natural languages, we believe that the
results of our studies shed light on a very important factor that contributes to the
emergence of word orders: the exposure to a shared lexicon” (2015). In their study,
there is robust evidence that being exposed to and having a shared lexicon is a key
motivator for the emergence of SVO word order preference. With this being understood,
it can be illustrated via the study of creole languages. Before creole languages form,
pidginization occurs. This takes place when social situations involving language users,
speaking mutually unintelligible languages, provide a jargon not constrained by
grammar to be used for communicative purposes (Bickerton, 1984). It is suggested that
“children who had the lexical items of a pidgin as linguistic input created fully
grammatical languages known as creoles. These languages are grammatically very
similar across diverse geographical locations and are usually organized in the SVO order”
(Marno, et al., 2015).
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Esperanto, with its status as the most widely spoken constructed language in the
world, has between 160,000 to 300,000 fluent speakers (Wunsch-Rolshoven, 2009).
Until now, constructed languages have not been studied in such a way to determine the
shared lexicon effect. Due to evidence suggested, if Esperanto is susceptible to and has a
word order preference, it may have a shared lexicon between native speakers of
mutually unintelligible languages as a cue for SVO solidification.
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3. METHODS
3.1 STRUCTURE AND VARIABLES
The experiment implemented eight transitive present tense verbs to elicit corpus
response environments where optional word order could hypothetically thrive. Relative
and independent clauses were the clearest environments for the experiment. The eight
verbs are listed in example 2 below.
(2) doloras,

komencas,

turnas,

trenas,

fleksas,

hurt-PRES

begin-PRES

turn-PRES

drag-PRES

bend-PRES

fermas,

klinas,

lavas,

tedas,

trinkas,

close-PRES

bow-PRES

wash-PRES

bother-PRES

drink-PRES

Once the verbs were chosen for elicitation, they were individually extracted from
a corpus of classic Esperanto literature, which comprises early writings of Esperanto,
including those of Zamenhof himself, spanning 1887 to 1905. The classic Esperanto
corpus comprises 9.7 million words. After each lexical item was input, a concordance
sampling of every occurrence of the lexical item being studied was exported into the
programming environment, R Studio. It was then tagged for constituent word order
within a spreadsheet concordance. The options for constituent word order tagging were:
(3) SVO, SOV, VSO, OSV, VOS, and OVS

This process was repeated again, with the same variables, with a contemporary
corpus of modern Esperanto comprising 17.4 million words dating from 2004 - 2010 for
later diachronic comparison.
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3.2 RAW DATA
Table 2 below shows the frequency distribution of the occurrences of each
possible word order occurrence taken from the data gleaned. It can be seen in the chart
that the most preferred choice for word order was SVO, followed by SOV, OSV, and OVS.
The VSO and VOS word order were not present in the elicited data for the classic
Esperanto corpus. The EXPECTED categories are to show the distribution one should
expect if the likelihood of using any word order is random.
TABLE 2

Row #

Category

Observed

Expected #

Expected %

1

SVO

99

17.8369

16.67

2

SOV

5

17.8369

16.67

3

VSO

0

17.8369

16.67

4

OSV

2

17.8369

16.67

5

OVS

1

17.8369

16.67

6

VOS

0

17.8369

16.67

Table 3 below shows the frequency distribution of the occurrences of each
possible word order occurrence taken from the data gleaned. It can be seen in the chart
that the most preferred choice for word order was SVO, followed by SOV, VOS, and OVS.
The VSO and OSV word order were not present in the elicited data for the contemporary
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Esperanto corpus. The EXPECTED categories are to show the distribution one should
expect if the likelihood of using any word order is random.
TABLE 3

Row #

Category

Observed

Expected #

Expected %

1

SVO

77

14.0028

16.67

2

SOV

5

14.0028

16.67

3

VSO

0

14.0028

16.67

4

OSV

0

14.0028

16.67

5

OVS

1

14.0028

16.67

6

VOS

1

14.0028

16.67

3.3 STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TESTS
Table 2 above also shows the compared expected and observed frequencies of
each word order occurrence within the classic corpus. These raw numbers were
processed by means of a chi-square test that rendered a p-value of less than 0.0001 -which is statistically significant.
Table 3 above also shows the compared expected and observed frequencies of
each word order occurrence within the contemporary corpus. These raw numbers were
processed with a chi-square test that rendered a p-value of less than 0.0001 -- which is
statistically significant.
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Observing the trend suggested by both table 2 and table 3, the researcher
compared the classic and contemporary corpus results by means of a statistical test
known as a Fisher’s exact test. This was done by forming a contingency table with the
variables accounting for contemporary corpus, classic corpus, SVO word order, and a
combination of every other choice of constituent word order under the label NOTSVO.
The p-value is the probability that the observed result has nothing to do with what is
being tested and describes how random it is. It is an interpretable score for testing the
null hypothesis, which is the logical opposite of one’s tested hypothesis (i.e. the
assumption that the distributions are completely random). The p-value represents the
probability of acquiring a result more extreme or equal to what was directly observed;
under the condition the model is true.
TABLE 4
SVO

not SVO

Total

Contemporary 77

7

84

Classic

99

8

107

Total

176

15

191

Table 4 shows the contingency table with the numbers and variables, explained
previously, analyzed. The Fisher’s exact test rendered a p-value of 1.0000. This p-value
is statistically insignificant.
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4. RESULTS
Both chi-square tests for tables 2 and 3 are significant, as they both suggest each
Esperanto corpus respectively favors the SVO word order far more highly than any other
available option. This suggests, even from the beginning, there is an observable positive
bias toward SVO in Esperanto literature. The Fisher’s exact test, exemplified in table 4,
showed a statistically insignificant bias towards SVO use in contemporary Esperanto
literature over classic Esperanto literature. Although this did not show a statistically
significant directly observable diachronic change in preference toward further
utilization of SVO constituent word order, it shows SVO word order has been most often
rendered, nearly invariably, since the language’s inception and adoption.
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5. DISCUSSION
Although the research could not find Okrent’s claim for accusative -n loss
occurring, it could show Esperanto has changed toward a less variable constituent word
order, even from a descriptive perspective never having had a significant variation. This
result presents possible merit for Okrent’s claim for losing the accusative marker in
Esperanto. If further research can observe that constructed, highly standardized, and
highly regular languages can become more irregular and can syntactically change over
time, there is no reason to believe it will not morphologically or phonetically change. It
is believed that with a sociolinguistic component added to this experiment, unguarded
language can be rendered by contemporary speakers for closer study. Not only can a
discourse study in addition to this one possibly reveal more bleeding-edge naturalizing
of constructed languages, including Esperanto, but also possibly piece together a
contemporary ideology of L2 speakers of Esperanto. It will allow the experiment to
account for new claims in the world of Esperanto. Whether Esperantists are knowingly
or subconsciously culturally adapting to the linguistic change is up for exploration and
study.
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6. CONCLUSION
Esperantists argue that ambiguity and arbitrariness are negative and diminish
clear meaning in language use. On the contrary, language is naturally ambiguous and
implants these functional components into even the most regular of grammatical
structures, including those of Esperanto. Esperanto can still truthfully claim to be
founded on common sense and logic. Its speakers, however, must reevaluate what
common sense and logic mean within the frame of successful communication.
Ambiguity and acceptance of natural linguistic change and variation are integral to
successful linguistic growth and use. Esperanto was invented to be the world’s second
language. It was designed with regularity and non-deviation in mind. When languages
have enough speakers, they change. Esperanto, as is evident from this study, is no
different in that aspect. SVO was overtly preferred from the inception, with the
assumption that the language is based primarily on ROMANCE languages being the
biggest causal factor. However, knowing that languages with prescribed and shared
lexicons (i.e. lexicons given to speakers of mutually unintelligible languages for the sake
of communication) prefer SVO word order and knowing that accusative morphology loss
also correlates with SVO word order, it may not be the language based familial influence
causing Esperanto’s solidification. Like creole languages, constructed Esperanto seems
to have correlated positively with the evidence -- suggesting that SVO occurs with any
environment where a shared lexicon between mutually unintelligible speakers is defined
or prescribed.
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Understanding that languages acquire a preferred constituent word order, this
study has solidified that Esperanto deviates syntactically, in a predictable syntactic
fashion (McWhorter, 2001). It suggests Esperanto is susceptible to, at minimum,
natural syntactic change. For further conclusions on its susceptibility to other types of
language change, including accusative morphology loss, more research into
morphological, phonological, and semantic change is required.
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